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III. The Second Wave (1926-1935) 
 

As one can see, even in this early era of flappers and “hot” white bands that weren’t 
very hot at all, the development of jazz was one of rapid movement and kaleidoscopic variety. 
This is one of the reasons it’s difficult to write a “history” of the music; so many things going 
on at once, old and new styles constantly bumping heads, innovations either taken up imme-
diately or needing years to gestate and find their way into the mainstream.  

Before we discuss the various American musicians working in that shadow-land be-
tween written and improvised music within the jazz idiom, we need to jump across the Atlan-
tic Ocean to see and hear what European composers were doing in reaction to Milhaud’s La 
Création du Monde. Regardless of its ambiguous acceptance among audiences, musicians 
took it very seriously, and with good reason—it was an excellent piece of music. Yet if there 
was one drawback to many of the Europeans’ compositions, it was that they often sought to 
combine the new 12-tone school with jazz, an uneasy fit that never quite worked. On the posi-
tive side, the Europeans of this period did do one thing that their successors often did not do, 
which was to dress up their music in traditionally “jazz” type instrumentation. 

Among these composers were Stefan Wolpe (1902-1972), whose Suite from the Twen-
ties was written piecemeal between 1926 and 1929; Emil František Burian’s Suite Americaine 
from 1926; Bohuslav Martinů’s 1928 Jazz Suite; and the two Jazzolettes, from 1929 and 
1932, written by Mátyás Seiber (1905-1960). Despite its heavy reliance on ragtime elements, 
Wolpe’s suite is more creative than Burian’s, though the latter is also colorful and imagina-
tive. Surprisingly, the very classically trained Martinů came closer to jazz in his Jazz Suite, 
particularly in the second entr’acte, titled “Boston,” and the exuberant “Finale.” Seiber, who 
led the first legitimate jazz department in a European conservatory (in Frankfurt), came even 
closer to real jazz in his two short pieces, even though he, too, strove to wed 12-tone tech-
niques with jazz language.  

One of the most important innovations in the evolution of jazz and its recorded legacy 
was the introduction of electrical recording in January 1925. At first, only at the top two 
American record companies, Victor and Columbia, had access to the Western Electric system. 
Electrical recording was actually devised as early as 1923, when test records were made of 
broadcasts by the New York Philharmonic-Symphony by shortening the wavelength of the 
signal used for radio broadcasts. By confining it to a single room rather than trying to send it 
across a wide area via the airwaves, they were able to capture a far wider range of dynamics 
and, to a certain extent, present a somewhat realistic sound of instruments and voices. It 
would take another seven years before real wide-range sonics were achieved via Bell Labora-
tories’ experiments with stereo, and even longer before the full spectrum of sound was cap-
tured via magnetic tape, but considering where recording was in 1924—albeit far advanced 
over the acoustic recordings of even a decade earlier—the sheer sound of electrical discs 
opened one’s ears to a greater variety of color, and jazz, especially jazz of the ‘20s, was all 
about color. 

But what exactly were the musical trends that changed public taste so much? It would 
be convenient and easy to simply point to Whiteman’s immensely popular orchestra as the 
catalyst, and to a certain extent this is true because Whiteman was absorbing and using, at 
second or third hand, many of the styles and techniques of jazz orchestration in his day. We 
will examine the Whiteman band in some detail later on in this chapter, but again, he merely 
reflected the changes going on. At no point in his band’s history did Whiteman ever initiate 
important stylistic changes. One must always remember that he considered his band a catalyst 
for “making a lady out of jazz,” not of creating devices for hot music, although for a period of 
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two years—from April of 1927 to roughly May of 1929—Whiteman was the beneficiary of 
several innovative musicians and arrangers becoming available and hired as many as would 
play for him in an effort to make his band, at least temporarily, musically current. 

At the end of the last chapter we discussed the great musical innovation to enter jazz 
in the mid-1920s, which was the introduction of whole-tone scales and chromatics. Although 
there were several musicians whose musical curiosity led them in this direction, the primary 
source of this innovation was Bix Beiderbecke. By 1926, the great scoring innovation in jazz 
was the creation of the “hot trumpet (or cornet) trio,” either a full chorus or half-chorus played 
by the three brass musicians in the shape and form of an improvised solo. For reasons I’ve 
never been able to discover, this innovation, though briefly noted in jazz histories, has never 
been assigned the importance it deserves. Why there weren’t equally hot “sax trios” emerging 
at the same time is a bit of a mystery, especially within the Fletcher Henderson orchestra 
where Coleman Hawkins was emerging as a powerful and creative soloist almost on a par 
with Armstrong, but it didn’t. It was only the hot trumpet trio that arose in an almost explo-
sive way within jazz orchestras, and primarily in white orchestras, and as I say, Beiderbecke 
was its inspiration. 

Of course, it wasn’t Beiderbecke himself who came up with the idea, but rather an ar-
ranger, Bill Challis (1904-1994). Both were working for the Detroit-based jazz orchestra as-
sembled (but seldom led) by Jean Goldkette. Bix had first been a member of the Goldkette 
band in late 1924, immediately after leaving the Wolverines, but flubbed a note on one of 
their Victor recordings (I Didn’t Know) and was ordered by the label’s A&R man, Eddie 
King, not to play on any further recordings by the band, which led to his being released. He 
was, however, re-signed by Goldkette in 1926 after the band owner heard how much stronger 
and assured his playing was, just in time to create the hot trumpet trio. It can be heard on any 
number of Goldkette recordings of the 1926-27 period (Sunday, In My Merry Oldsmobile) but 
particularly on the band’s hottest record, My Pretty Girl. Challis, whose work was a decade 
ahead of its time in his moving away from a 2/4 beat to a 4/4 swing, often used Beiderbecke’s 
hot brass trios to dominate his arrangements. One really cannot say enough about this record, 
and it puzzles me that it is not considered to be (which it is) the Goldkette band’s finest 
achievement on records. After a startling four-bar introduction in which the Bix-led brass 
plays staccato chords, answered by the reeds, the hot trumpet trio plays the melody, followed 
by a solo clarinet chorus. Then comes the fun: an improvisatory chorus by the cornet trio with 
propulsive slap-bass played underneath by Steve Brown (an alumni of the New Orleans 
Rhythm Kings). Hot violin breaks by Joe Venuti precede the final ride-out chorus. This is ex-
actly the kind of piece that the swing bands would be playing eight years hence, and in fact it 
is such a set-piece in its own way that I’m amazed that no one during that era ever revived it. 
Thanks to Bix’s superior sense of swing, the modern jazz orchestra was born. Before long, 
one could hear similar hot brass trios in the orchestras of Ben Pollack and, after Beiderbecke 
joined Whiteman, in his band, as well as in occasional small-band recordings by Ernest Lor-
ing “Red” Nichols. 

It should be pointed out, however, that these were not balanced by “hot” sax trios but, 
oddly enough, “cool” ones, created by the Goldkette band’s star saxist, Frank Trumbauer 
(1901-1956). Trumbauer played the unusual C-melody saxophone whose range was similar 
but not identical to the more familiar alto. He was a virtuoso of the instrument, but could also 
play very interesting jazz on it. Lester Young was one of several musicians who were influ-
enced by “Tram,” as he was nicknamed. And in some of the Goldkette band records, as later 
in some of the Whiteman recordings, there were sax choruses led by Trumbauer that were ei-
ther written out by him or based on improvisations he had originally played as solos. The 
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most interesting chorus of the Goldkette period came in yet another head arrangement, 
Clementine (From New Orleans), but there were others to come during the Whiteman period, 
among them the recording of Louisiana that also featured a classic Beiderbecke solo. 

But the most interesting and influential recording of the many that Trumbauer and 
Beiderbecke made together was not a large-band record, but a septet performance of an in-
nocuous popular tune of the day, Singin’ the Blues (February 4, 1927). This is generally con-
sidered to contain both Trumbauer’s and Beiderbecke’s greatest solo statements on record, so 
much so that not only the style of the solos but the actual construction of the solos inspired 
not only imitators but—for the first time in jazz—recreations, some of them even within Bei-
derbecke’s lifetime. The first attempt came on January 10, 1929, when Paul Whiteman spon-
sored a recording session led by Trumbauer and featuring a 10-piece band plus vaudeville 
singer Bee Palmer. The routine was this: original intro played by cornet and bass sax, then a 
scored saxophone chorus led by Tram based on his original solo, followed by Palmer singing 
one chorus of vocalese based on the Trumbauer solo and a scat chorus based on Beider-
becke’s cornet solo. The problem was that Palmer had such a nasal, abrasive voice (and a 
clumsy, unswinging vaudeville style replete with little scoops) that the record wasn’t issued 
until 50 years later. The second attempt was even more interesting: an arrangement for full 
band by Horace Henderson for his brother Fletcher’s orchestra. Here the intro and sax solo 
were orchestrated, but Beiderbecke’s cornet solo was recreated by Rex Stewart. There were 
two versions made, the first for Melotone on April 10, 1931 and the second for Victor 19 days 
later—both, be it noted, still within Beiderbecke’s lifetime (he died on August 6 of that year). 
This was a remarkable tribute not only to this specific jazz record but a signal honor to Bix 
himself. The Victor recording, much more relaxed and sure of itself, is the superior perform-
ance. Yet that was not the end of this remarkable string of recreations, for on August 2, 1934 
the once-highly-popular singer Marion Harris (1896-1944) recorded her own vocalese rendi-
tion of the whole recording, recreating both Trumbauer’s sax solo and Beiderbecke’s on cor-
net. Thus was recreative jazz born. 

 
Roger Wolfe Kahn and Joe Venuti 
One band that has been kicked to the curb in jazz histories, for reasons unknown to 

me, is the excellent orchestra led by Roger Wolfe Kahn (1907-1962). Kahn, the son of mil-
lionaire banker Otto Kahn who was on the board of the Metropolitan Opera, rejected his fa-
ther’s love of formal music in favor of a hot dance style. Surprisingly, Otto funded Roger’s 
dream, purchasing the Arthur Lange orchestra for him in the fall of 1923, but Roger later re-
placed the more staid members of the group with some of the best white jazz talent in New 
York, among them trumpeter Leo McConville, the astounding trombonist Milfred “Miff” 
Mole, pianist Arthur Schutt, hot violinist Joe Venuti (1903-1978), and one of the greatest jazz 
drummers of all time (almost as ignored in histories as Kahn himself), Vic Berton.  

At this juncture I must of necessity put aside discussion of Venuti’s innovative style 
and the wide-ranging impact he was to have on jazz violin playing to focus on the Kahn band 
itself. Although Kahn always claimed that his band only played “stock arrangements,” careful 
listening to his records reveals a style informed by the high quality of the musicians in his 
band that went far beyond whatever stock scoring they began with. For one thing, the band 
included strings and a flute player, as Whiteman’s did, but instead of the clumsily-written, hot 
and heavy (especially heavy) style of the Whiteman strings, Kahn’s band produced a light, 
airy, transparent sound that was easily 15 years ahead of its time. Equally important, the 
rhythm section had a light, airy sound that rode the beat like ball bearings rather than the au-
dible crunch of gears heard in other bands. Some of their records, honestly, were just nice 
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dance music with no solos, but in several of them he gave his highly paid musicians full cho-
ruses in which to show their stuff. Thanks to prestigious placement in one of the top night 
spots in New York and the band’s surprising popularity, they were signed to Victor, yet inex-
plicably they were seldom given two sides of the same record. This was not uncommon dur-
ing the “Jazz Age”; not only the Kahn band, but also Goldkette’s and other top bands black 
and white had to split record space with other orchestras on the other side of a disc. The focus 
in that era, with the exception of a super-promoter like Whiteman, was not on the band or the 
bandleader, but on the song(s) being recorded. Sheet music publishers, not radio or live ap-
pearances, determined what was recorded and how much exposure was given. Even Morton, a 
major jazz talent if there ever was one, was only given a Victor contract because the Melrose 
Brothers were pushing his sheet music. 

Yet to a certain extent, Venuti in his time—despite his unquestioned excellence as a 
jazz improviser—was considered an anomaly and not someone for other string players in jazz 
to emulate. This was unfortunately, because it could have advanced the jazz-classical axis in 
terms of orchestration considerably had he been seen as a harbinger of things to come and not 
a one-of-a-kind. Assessing his overall skills, Venuti was certainly of his time if not ahead of 
it. Though his tone was never quite as pure or well-controlled as that of such later jazz violin-
ists as Eddie South, Stéphane Grappelli or Michel Warlop, Venuti had the distinction of being 
first, and of playing such excellent jazz on his instrument that he was the most sought-after 
musician on his instrument of his time. His childhood friend and near-constant companion, 
Eddie Lang, was born Salvatore Massaro in Philadelphia. Lang was an exceptional rhythm 
guitarist who is generally credited for not only bringing the instrument to prominence in jazz 
but eventually supplanting the banjo. Curiously, his rhythm playing was lithe, quicksilver, 
harmonically gorgeous and always apropos to each musical moment, but his single-string so-
los tended to be slowly paced, carefully picked, and often lacking in jazz rhythm. He was also 
a very low-key personality, unlike the wild, extroverted Venuti, known throughout the jazz 
world for more than a half-century for his crazy pranks and practical jokes as much as for his 
jazz. In addition to playing with both established bands (Kahn, Goldkette and Whiteman) and 
pick-up groups for recording purposes only, Venuti and Lang also recorded a series of violin-
guitar duos (and sometimes, trios with either piano or alto sax) for Victor in the late 1920s 
and 1930 that had a profound effect on both jazz and, far into the future, on jazz-classical mu-
sic. Perhaps the reason he had less of an impact in his own time is that other string players 
normally couldn’t keep up with him—not because his technique was better than theirs, but 
because no one could swing like Joe. With the exception of the string section on Whiteman’s 
recordings of Whiteman Stomp and From Monday On, no other string section, white or black, 
could come within miles of what Venuti did. Peripherally, it should also be noted that Venuti 
and Lang had a strong influence on the emergence of Western Swing in the mid-to-late 1930s, 
but that belongs to a jazz history and not to a history of jazz-formal fusion. Perhaps the most 
classically-oriented of all Venuti-Lang recordings is their 1931 version of Someday, Sweet-
heart, which starts with an echt-romantic introduction on violin, then a full chorus played by 
Venuti while Lang creates equally classical-sounding arpeggiated chords, before moving into 
shuffle rhythm for soloists Benny Goodman, Jack and Charlie Teagarden before riding out to 
a Chicago-Dixieland-styled final chorus. 

But as I say, the Kahn band quickly and surprisingly rose to prominence in New York, 
and its outstanding recordings permeated the music world, so much so that even jazz-oriented 
Ben Pollack sent his chief arranger, Glenn Miller, to go and listen to the Kahn band for a few 
nights and try to pick up a few styling tricks for his own orchestra. Such Pollack recordings as 
Singapore Sorrows and Buy Buy for Baby clearly show the influence of such Kahn arrange-
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ments as Just the Same, Crazy Rhythm (a future jazz standard written by Kahn himself), and 
Where the Wild, Wild Flowers Grow. The arrangements, whether stocks (as Kahn claimed) or 
modified by the band while woodshedding (as I suspect), are simply marvels of balance and 
form. The violins (only two of them, and one being Joe Venuti) are sweet without being cloy-
ing, the trumpets play marvelously accurate and in tune without blaring, and even the little 
touches like the flute and clarinet duets add to the overall structure of them. And then, when 
pianist Arthur Schutt or trombonist Mole plays a solo, it is like the gem in the center of the 
platinum frame. Comparing Whiteman’s performances to Kahn’s, even the ones with minimal 
jazz content, to Whiteman’s is like comparing a sports watch to a Rolex. One takes a beating 
under heavy wear, the other is an exquisitely tuned precision instrument. Today, the only 
Kahn record generally admired (or even listened to) by jazz buffs is his 1928 recording of 
She’s a Great, Great Girl, and that only because Miff Mole, hung over and unable to make 
the recording session, was replaced by a young unknown trombonist who had recently come 
to New York, Jack Teagarden. (To his credit, Kahn had nothing but praise for Teagarden’s 
abilities, not only in improvising a splendid hot chorus but also for being able to sight-read the 
score and fit in “as if he had played with the band for months.”) And yet again, Kahn influ-
enced Pollack: shortly after the record came out, Pollack hired Teagarden, relegating the 
coarser-toned Miller (who was an outstanding improviser but not a technical master) to sec-
ond trombone. 

But let us break here from a chronological survey of the era and consider some of the 
pioneers and innovators in detail. 

 
Jelly Roll Morton 
Part of the problem with historical views of Morton’s work is that they often confine 

themselves to a discussion of his Victor recordings. While it is true that these were pretty 
much the bulk of his work as a creative artist, they are not the whole story, thus we will exam-
ine two other sources. When Morton began recording for Victor in September 1926, he was 
bankrolled by his music publishers, the Melrose Brothers, who allowed him to use six to eight 
musicians (plus himself) on recording dates. The focus here was a mixture of new Morton 
pieces (Black Bottom Stomp, Sidewalk Blues, Steamboat Stomp, Hyena Stomp, Wild Man 
Blues), older tunes that were either still big popular favorites (Benjamin and Reb Spikes’ 
Someday, Sweetheart, which Morton claimed to have written but sold to them, Charles Luke’s 
Smoke House Blues, W.C. Handy’s Beale Street Blues) and older Morton tunes that the Mel-
roses were pushing like The Original Jelly Roll Blues. Since this is not technically a jazz his-
tory but rather a survey of classically-influenced jazz and vice-versa, many of these pieces—
excellent though they are—will receive little attention compared to those works in which 
Morton’s compositional and/or arranging genius is evident in full flower. 

Thus I shall bypass such milestones as Black Bottom Stomp, Dead Man Stomp and 
Grandpa’s Spells, excellent though they are, in favor of those pieces with greater imagination 
and originality in their assembly. First of these is The Chant (September 15, 1926), written by 
former NORK pianist Mel Stitzel towards whom Morton was well disposed at the time. Due 
to negative statements made in the 1940s by Lester Melrose that Morton didn’t write any of 
these arrangements, but that they were created by other, “better” musicians (a claim patently 
false, since there was absolutely nothing like the Morton arrangements being played by any 
other band, black or white, before or during this period), the construction Morton gave this 
piece remains astounding, particularly the extended 16-bar introduction beginning with an 
out-of-tonality flourish in the first four bars, repeated in bars 9-12. While not as daring as 
some of the whole tone and chromatic experiments others were doing at the time (and that 
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Morton himself would do by 1929), it is still an astounding touch for its period, giving the 
entire performance a formal structure that impresses as much as the hot solos and breaks. 

 Sidewalk Blues (September 21, 1926) introduced an innovation in jazz orchestration 
equally as important as Bix’s hot brass trios but far less imitated: the sultry, bluesy clarinet 
trio on the third strain, with Morton’s piano interlacing an improvisatory counterpoint in dou-
ble time in the background. So little has been made of this innovation that I feel impelled to 
point out its originality; no one else had done anything remotely like it on records prior to its 
appearance. Yet the only other jazz orchestrator to pick up on it and use it now and then was 
Edward “Duke” Ellington, who did so the very next year (October 1927) in his famous Victor 
recording of Creole Love Call—yet, ironically, Ellington professed to hate Morton’s work 
and vice-versa. Equally fascinating, however, is Morton’s use in a compositional sense of the 
“stop-time” chorus, i.e., a chorus in which the rhythm section played strong staccato chords 
on beats one and three while the solo instrument (cornet or clarinet) continued to play across 
the bar lines in a continuous eight-bar phrase.  

Much has been made, particularly by latter-day jazz musicians who delve into earlier 
music such as pianist Marcus Roberts, of the modal construction of Dead Man Blues, but for 
our purposes one of the greatest of all Morton constructions of this period is his arrangement 
of his own earlier Original Jelly Roll Blues (December 16, 1926). Perhaps the innovations of 
his arrangement, in which he literally rewrote his own tune from scratch, is not greater appre-
ciated because not many modern listeners know the piece as originally written. Yet if one pe-
ruses the original 1915 sheet music or, better yet, hears the recording of this song by blues 
singer Edmonia Henderson with Lovie Austin’s Serenaders (October 1924), one will be as-
tounded by Morton’s transformation. What was a good but straightforward blues tune (played 
with great feeling behind Henderson by cornetist Tommy Ladnier and clarinetist Johnny 
Dodds) became a true multi-level composition in Morton’s recording. The banjo states the 
tune in two bars, followed by a stop-time treatment of the next two, then the full band falls 
into place swinging loosely (yet at a brisk tempo compared to the original slow blues) for the 
next eight. More stop-time effects are heard under a trilling clarinet, etc., until one reaches the 
trio theme. Suddenly, out of nowhere, Morton switches gears to habañera rhythm, bringing in 
his well-loved “Spanish tinge”—and this trio theme is entirely new. At the same session Mor-
ton did something similar for a tune by his friend King Oliver, Doctor Jazz, on which Walter 
Melrose claimed co-composer credits even though he could neither read nor write music.1 

Yet it was at his last Chicago recording session, June 10, 1927, that Morton introduced 
the more complex arranging style that would come to full flower in New York. The Pearls 
was not only one of his best compositions in the truest sense of the word, but its arrangement 
in the Victor recording is virtually flawless. Aside from himself, Morton had three good solo-
ists on this recording date—cornetist George Mitchell, clarinetist Dodds and alto saxist Paul 
“Stump” Evans—yet within his arrangement he relegated the first two to written-out breaks 
and ensemble passages (using the clarinet and alto sax playing in thirds for the first four bars 
of the “B” theme), only allowing Evans to take a full solo chorus with his own piano “fills” in 
the background. Many are the jazz critics who fail to appreciate or recognize the genius of 
Morton’s piano fills on his Red Hot Peppers recordings, but they not only provide one wel-
come rhythmic variance but also a form of duo-improvisation that few others could, or would, 
utilize during this era. 

                                                
1 As corroborated by Howard Reich and William Gaines in Jelly’s Blues: The Life, Music, and Redemption of 

Jelly Roll Morton (Da Capo Press, 2004). 
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Again, most jazz critics feel that Morton’s New York recordings are in some way infe-
rior to the Chicago sides, but they are judging them from the standpoint of rhythmic looseness 
and the interweaving of the jazz soloists (an excellent example, though not imaginatively 
scored, was Billy Goat Stomp) and not by his growth and imagination as a jazz composer-
arranger, which is more important to our purview here. I’ve always found it fascinating, for 
instance, to consider that before Morton resumed recording with Victor in New York, on June 
11, 1928, he made not one but two sessions with other bands and other labels. Somehow, this 
part of his history gets rubbed out or ignored. Was there a possible lull in his Victor contract? 
The Melrose brothers financed his very first New York session, but thereafter was the rift that 
was never healed. Whatever the circumstances, in January 1928 he recorded two sides for 
Vocalion under the name of The Levee Serenaders, his theme song Mr. Jelly Lord and his 
blues Midnight Mama, both with vocals (a rarity on Morton records) by one Frances Here-
ford. What is interesting about these two sides is that they are not scored in the “Dixieland” 
style of his early Red Hot Peppers recordings, but rather use the band in a fully orchestral (al-
beit New Orleans orchestral) style. Despite the difference of approach, Morton does the one 
thing that was becoming rare among other bands, even King Oliver’s Dixie Stompers, and 
that one thing was mixing brass and reeds together. Ironically, it is only the two-beat New Or-
leans “stomp” rhythm that mark these recordings as old-fashioned, because in his loud orches-
tral chords Morton employed a unique textural blend that made them sound like mushroom 
clouds, the sound not only explosive but diffuse. On March 13 of that year, he was playing 
piano as well as writing new tunes and arrangements at a Columbia recording session by cor-
netist Johnny Dunn. The new Morton pieces were Ham and Eggs and Buffalo Blues, and it is 
the latter that amazes one with its audacious brass smears in the first theme. Since this piece 
was later recorded as Mister Joe and dedicated to his good friend Joseph “King” Oliver, these 
brass cries could be emulating Oliver’s creative use of trumpet mutes or the cries of a buffalo. 
Yet even in Perry Bradford’s You Need Some Loving from the same session, Morton’s touch 
in orchestration is evident in full flower. 

Morton also introduced a new technique into Red Hot Pepper–Stomp, recorded in De-
cember of that year. Here, writing for a 10-piece orchestra with two trumpets, he begins the 
tune with the ensemble playing breaks, answered by the solo clarinet (played here by the 
soon-to-be-famous Russell Procope) and guitar (an unusual touch, switching away from the 
banjo). After Morton’s piano solo, another startling touch: ooh-wah brass, the first example of 
it on record that I am aware of. (Could this possibly have been suggested to Morton by the 
band’s tenor saxist, Joe Garland, who would later go on to write swing arrangements for 
Chick Webb and Edgar Hayes?) Even more startling, however, are the final two choruses, the 
first of these played by Ed Swayzee on trumpet but not an improvised solo. This surprise is 
redoubled when the full band comes in for the last chorus, for it is they who play a (written-
out) improvisation on what the trumpet has just played. Here is a twist on the concept of an 
improvisation followed by resolution in the ensemble, a remarkable touch that was not to be 
exploited by anyone else for several years. 

Amidst all this band work, Morton found the time to record a few piano solos as well. 
Attention is drawn more to the four sides he made for Vocalion for their excellence in pre-
senting a cohesive style to the layout of such solos, but we must not overlook his most ad-
vanced composition during this period, Freakish, which he recorded for Victor in 1929. Here, 
Morton created an initial theme out of descending chromatic block chords (eight bars), fol-
lowed by a rather jolly interlude in F major for four, then the chromatics for four and the jolly 
tune for ten—and this makes up the first chorus. For the second chorus, Morton repeats this 
same 26-bar pattern with improvised variants. The bridge is a different descending chromatic 
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melody (four bars this time) with an F major response for four, again repeated with variations. 
Like so many harmonically unusual pieces of this period, a transition passage in ascending 
chromatics changes the key to B-flat major, and the principal improvised choruses avoid the 
chromatics and stay in that key until the final coda; but Morton showed how he could respond 
to contemporary jazz styles and still remain himself. 

In 1929 Morton applied his compositional style, now fully mature, to the concept of a 
clarinet trio. He had already recorded well-organized performances with Johnny Dodds in 
1927 and Omer Simeon in 1928, but it is the session with Barney Bigard in which the fullness 
of his organizing and construction skills emerge in full flower, Every little twist and turn of 
the clarinet is mirrored or played against by the piano and/or drums in a pattern that mirrors 
the best classical chamber music of the Mozartian period. This is apropos, for in a very real 
sense Morton was jazz’s Mozart, a man who re-used material in a way that was extremely 
clever and original. Despite what can sometimes be heard as an imprecise ensemble, there are 
more glories in store in his 1930 recordings, of which pride of place go to Harmony Blues and 
Strokin’ Away. In the former, Morton creates what I believe is the first jazz concerto grosso 
on record, its lovely, elegant theme weaving its way among the various instruments, each solo 
adding to what has come before until it culminates in a final chorus of musical summation, 
while in the latter he finally tends a bit towards New York-styled swing of the period, again 
utilizing a string of solos as a compositional technique. 

Historians tend to make a great deal of Morton’s later band recordings for General, 
which to some extent are quite good without being innovative, yet once again we turn to a 
nearly forgotten recording session for an instance of how Morton could work with excellent 
musicians who were not part of his circle. This is the oft-maligned Wingy Manone recording 
session for ARC on August 15, 1934. Only one really good side came of it (Manone split the 
date between two pianists, Morton for two sides and Teddy Wilson for the other two), and 
that is a Manone original titled Never Had No Lovin’ on which the trumpeter introduces the 
band by name (though he calls bassist John Kirby John Hammond). The other musicians are 
clarinetist Artie Shaw, tenor saxist Bud Freeman, trombonist Dicky Wells and guitarist Frank 
Victor, and no matter how you approach it Never Had No Lovin’ is one of the best-laid-out 
and most “compositional” record Manone ever made. Morton does not solo on this disc, but 
his piano fills behind Shaw’s and Freeman’s solos are so beautifully constructed, both com-
plementing and encouraging their solo playing, that one gets the impression that Morton ar-
ranged this tune for Manone, possibly on the spot in the recording studio. It was in some ways 
the most modern recording he would ever make with the exception of his marvelous stride 
piano piece from 1938, Fingerbreaker.  

 
Tiny Parham 
Again, for reasons not entirely clear to me, the remarkable music created and played 

by Hartzell Strathdene “Tiny” Parham (1900-1943) is often marginalized in jazz histories, but 
to those who are interested in the classical influence on jazz they cannot be ignored. Parham 
had an unusual history; he was born in Winnipeg, Canada but raised in Kansas City, where 
from the early 1920s onward the “stomp” band of Bennie Moten established itself. The Moten 
band is very important to jazz history but for our purposes not as interesting as the music of 
Parham, who studied medicine for a while (again, a college-educated African-American) but 
found the appeal of playing music too strong for him. As a pianist, Parham’s style was much 
closer to the “hot ragtime” of Eubie Blake than to contemporary jazz, even the jazz of Mor-
ton. In 1926 he moved to Chicago, where he co-led the Syncopators band at the Apollo Thea-
tre with violinist Leroy Pickett, but by 1927 he was leading his own small bands in various 
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Chicago nightspots. Yet it was not until 1928, when he led a 12-piece band simply called his 
“Musicians” at La Rue’s Dreamland and the Sunset Café, that he came to the attention of Vic-
tor, which was fishing around for a local black jazz band in Chicago to replace the popularity 
of Morton’s recording-only band. Unfortunately for Parham, he was not considered as impor-
tant as Morton and thus suffered the reverse fate of the New Orleans pianist. Whereas Mor-
ton’s bands continued to grow in size, Parham was forced for economic reasons to reduce his 
orchestra to seven or eight musicians. This forced him to curtail his arrangements, reducing 
their effectiveness and impact to a certain degree, and this was especially true in the case of 
the violin section, where he had to reduce the two violins (possibly in imitation of Roger 
Wolfe Kahn) to one, and that violinist, Elliott Washington, had a peculiarly throbbing vibrato 
that made him stand out too much, often overpowering the solo trumpet (the full Parham band 
had two) and reed player (the full band had three). 

Nevertheless, in his clever and ingenious compositional and arranging style, Parham 
created something wholly unique for its time and even thereafter. Thus I have to disagree with 
the assessment of some musicians, even those who liked and played his music such as pianist 
Ted des Plantes, that “Parham’s music was generally outdated for its own time in the terms of 
jazz development…most of his stuff was stodgy (particularly in his use of violins) and stompy 
rather than streamlined,”2 not because what he says is completely wrong but because it is ir-
relevant in assessing the music itself. Quality of construction and interest in orchestration 
from a formal perspective trumps whether or not the music is “dated.” Granted, Parham was 
not nearly as prolific a composer/arranger as Morton; some of his later (1930) compositions 
sounds like rewrites of his best 1928-29 material, and in fact the 1930 recording titled Nerv-
ous Tension is merely a faster-paced yet less detailed version of 1929’s Pig’s Feet and Slaw. 

Yet one of the most fascinating things about the Parham compositions is that, like the 
best of Morton, they have a wonderful flow from written-out themes to solos and back again, 
from passages scored for full sections to written-out Dixieland ensembles, and the way Par-
ham juxtaposed his themes was ingenious. He created the feeling of a multi-layered pastry or 
toy, where when you peel back each layer there is something different in store for you in the 
succeeding layers. It’s like getting three or four of your favorite toys for Christmas all rolled 
into one. There are many such examples in his output, among them Stuttering Blues, Subway 
Sobs and Jogo Rhythm, but the one I love the most is Doin’ the Jug-Jug. The final theme in 
this piece is a melody in whole and half notes by the trombone for four bars, underneath 
which the banjo and drummer (playing cymbals lightly) create an extremely jolly counter-
point, following which the clarinet and alto sax play a double-time, contrasting melody with 
the trombone in on the break. This is then repeated by the alto soloist, playing the same 
theme, only this time with double-time figures played in counterpoint to it by trumpet and 
clarinet with trombone breaks; then all the lead instruments play a written-out but highly 
swinging Dixieland chorus. If listening to this record doesn’t make you feel happy, you’re 
already dead and should just pull the ground on over you. 

Even more interesting, however, are Parham’s “exotic” pieces, bearing such titles as 
The Head Hunter’s Dream (An African Fantasy), Voodoo, Tiny’s Blues (Oriental Blues), Jun-
gle Crawl, Bombay and Back to the Jungle. Some of these, too, are what Lewis Carroll might 
have called “portmanteau” songs, in that they contain several attractive themes juxtaposed 
against one another (especially Bombay), but most of them have slow, exotic, minor-key 
melodies that more often than not sound curiously like Sephardic or other Middle Eastern mu-

                                                
2 From the liner notes to Golden Lily: The Music of Tiny Parham by “Pam” Pameijer’s New Jazz Wizards 

(Stomp Off 1281, 1994). 
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sic. Where Parham might have heard such things is lost in history (no one ever bothered to 
interview him in print that I am aware of), but wherever it was these pieces remain wholly 
unique in the history of jazz. At times, they even sound like klezmer music (listen to the clari-
net-led ride-out on Voodoo, for instance), and that in itself is strange. Yet perhaps the most 
fascinating of all his compositions is Cathedral Blues in which all the facets of his style noted 
above congeal in a single piece, in addition to sounding a bit like Morton’s Harmony Blues as 
a slow sort of jazz concerto grosso, even though it was written and recorded a year earlier. 

 
Red Nichols 
An alternate thread of classically-influenced jazz was being pursued by a young white 

cornetist from Utah. This was Ernest Loring Nichols (1905-1965), popularly known as “Red” 
(the first but not the last to bear this nickname in jazz), who started in Chicago in 1922 with a 
ragtime-oriented band called the Syncopated Five and Their Orchestra. Nichols had two ad-
vantages over many musicians in the field, black or white, in that he was a technical master of 
his instrument (he had been trained in formal concert-band cornet playing by his father) and 
an excellent sight-reader. In 1924 he recorded a piece called You’ll Never Get to Heaven With 
Those Eyes in which he played a written-out cornet chorus which the arranger had lifted from 
Bix Beiderbecke’s recording of Jazz Me Blues with the Wolverine Orchestra. Intrigued, Nich-
ols asked the arranger where he had come up with the chorus, and was told. Nichols then went 
out of his way to hear Beiderbecke play, went wild over the advanced style of his playing, and 
quickly became a devotee. 

At this point we reach the first juncture in jazz between the outstanding abilities of a 
classically trained musician bringing his talent to bear in the jazz world and a musician who, 
for all his virtues, had trouble “swinging” the music. This dichotomy was exacerbated by the 
fact that the records we will be discussing garnered extraordinary praise in their time, not only 
in the few American jazz reviews but especially from British critics, who deemed Nichols a 
jazz genius. As we shall see, he was a jazz genius, but he never really did swing as easily and 
loosely as other black (and white) cornet and trumpet players, particularly Beiderbecke and 
Armstrong. Yet the high pedestal on which he was hoisted, particularly by the British, had to 
crash eventually as true hot jazz came to the fore in American culture. Unfortunately, the ex-
traordinarily interesting style that Nichols created, and brought to perfection in the years 
1926-29, was equally pushed off the cliff, and this was not merely unfortunate but detrimental 
in removing an important piece from the history of jazz.  

But to return to Nichols, he was, unlike Beiderbecke himself, able to internalize and 
transform Bix’s style into a codified method of small group and, later, large band arrange-
ments. Nichols always referred to his recordings from his period as “syncopated chamber mu-
sic,” which is telling in itself. In the beginning, he drew on the talents of one of his friends, 
clarinetist and alto saxist Jimmy Dorsey, and members of the Kahn orchestra: trombonist Miff 
Mole (1898-1961), pianist Schutt, guitarist Eddie Lang, and drummer Berton. Some of Nich-
ols’ small-group recordings were indeed carefree head arrangements with plenty of solo work, 
though even these has a wonderful sense of structure in which each solo would build on what 
had come before. An excellent early example is Nichols’ own composition, Plenty Off Center, 
which he recorded in March of 1926. Here his exploration of unusual harmonics and tune 
structure, though modest when compared to Morton, were actually much better than most 
white musicians of his day, and he manages to create a real composition out of written and 
improvised passages. Yet several of the Nichols discs were carefully written-out compositions 
in a mini-chamber music style. Among these were Nichols originals such as That’s No Bar-
gain (with its opening chorus played entirely in an ambiguous harmonic base), Hoagy Carmi-
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chael’s Washboard Blues (later recorded by the Whiteman band with Bix in a typically pom-
pous, overblown “concert” arrangement) and especially Boneyard Shuffle, a recording that 
can still stun listeners with its quirky rhythmic displacements and Vic Berton’s virtuosic tim-
pani breaks. Nichols also recorded Jelly Roll Morton’s Black Bottom Stomp and Milenberg 
Joys, and even Duke Ellington’s Birmingham Breakdown, and encouraged the writing and 
arranging talents of pianist Paul Mertz (Hurricane) and Arthur Schutt. The latter was one of 
the most sophisticated jazz pianists of his era, surpassed only by James P. Johnson, Morton 
and Earl Hines, and his unusual experiment in broken rhythms, Delirium, is one of the finest 
compositions of the era. 

Yet more attention is drawn to reedman Joseph “Fud” Livingston (1906-1957), a 
shadowy, alcoholic figure in jazz’s past whose work has been sadly overlooked for its bril-
liance in combining quirky melodic structures with harmonics based on the French classical 
style. He is probably best remembered for Feelin’ No Pain, a proto-swing piece written as far 
back as 1927, but some of his other work is even more forward-looking in a different way. 
His 1927 arrangement of the old Benny Leonard tune Ida, Sweet as Apple Cider, for instance, 
uses the bass saxophone as the lead instrument, with trumpet, clarinet and trombone playing 
softly and “filling in” the chords. In addition, the lead line is actually based on an improvisa-
tion and not on the original melody as written. All of this had a profound effect on a young 
Canadian pianist named Gil Evans when he first heard the record, setting in motion an entire 
arranging style that would dominate formalized jazz from the late 1940s through the early 
‘60s. Yet some of Livingston’s original pieces were even more advanced. Pride of place goes 
to Imagination and Humpty Dumpty, two tunes built almost completely around shifting har-
monies and strange chromatics that still baffle musicians. The first piece was originally re-
corded by Miff Mole’s Little Molers in a session with Nichols, Livingston, Adrian Rollini, 
Schutt, Lang, Berton, and clarinetist Pee Wee Russell in August 1927, and this is still consid-
ered the classic version, but in September Nichols re-recorded it in an arrangement that dou-
bled the trumpet line. Both versions, however, fully reveal Livingston’s quirky musical mind. 
Humpty Dumpty is an even stranger piece recorded not by Nichols but by the Frank Trum-
bauer orchestra with Beiderbecke,3 which should not be overlooked for its formal classical 
structure. Indeed, Humpty Dumpty is the one Beiderbecke record that closest resembles a 
Nichols session. Several of these pieces, in addition to Nichols’ very well-crafted if occasion-
ally stiff cornet solos and Mole’s equally advanced trombone solos, employed the whole-tone 
scale, then in fashion among white jazz musicians as an adaptation from French classical mu-
sic. 

Indeed, the most consistently interesting soloist on Nichols’ records from 1925 to 
1927 was trombonist Mole. Classically trained, Mole, like Nichols, was bitten by the jazz bug 
and devoted much of his career to improvised music. Unlike most other jazz trombonists of 
the time, however, Mole did not use a slurred technique, but rather played in an astounding, 
lip-controlled staccato style, often making leaps of an octave or more from high to low range 
and back. And he, too, used many classical harmonies in his improvisations. Until the arrival 
of Jack Teagarden on the New York scene in 1928, Mole was the most influential trombonist 
in jazz. Not only white players like Bill Rank, Tommy Dorsey, and Glenn Miller, but also 
black musicians such as Jimmy Harrison of the Fletcher Henderson band, did their level best 
to combine Mole’s harmonic daring and superb technical control into their own styles. They 

                                                
3 An interesting sidelight of this piece is that, on the label of the British Parlophone issue (R 3464), it is subtitled 
“Yale Blues,” a possible musician’ joke on the advanced harmonics and formal structure. 
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all failed—Dorsey by a certain lack of improvisatory daring and swing, the others from sheer 
lack of technique.  

As time went on and Nichols’ recording band The Five Pennies became so popular 
that he had to make them a working band, he began expanding both its size and formal struc-
ture. By the time 1928 rolled around the Five Pennies, recording exclusively for Brunswick 
(other Nichols bands recorded under numerous pseudonyms for other labels large and small), 
were so popular that they got their own 15-minute radio spot. More and larger arrangements 
had to be fashioned for this group, which sometimes even included strings. Livingston, a bril-
liant man but a hopeless alcoholic, was out of the picture by then, replaced by a trombonist-
arranger who came over to Nichols from the Ben Pollack big band, Glenn Miller (1904-1944). 

Miller’s contributions to jazz are often obscured or ignored due to the overwhelming 
popularity of his later large popular orchestra, but he was a true jazz musician who, even then, 
had an intuitive grasp of formal structure. Such Miller arrangements as Dinah, Indiana, Caro-
lina in the Morning, I Want to Be Happy and Rockin’ Chair, among many others, gave the 
Nichols band a tremendous rhythmic impetus and, more interestingly, already showed an in-
teresting grasp of structure and use of orchestral color. In Carolina in the Morning, for in-
stance, Miller creates an interesting effect in the introduction with fluttering clarinet playing 
over trumpet and tenor sax, after which Miller’s trombone plays a bluesy lick for four bars, 
followed by piano and rhythm section and four bars played in boogie rhythm by the band. The 
whole process is repeated before going into the melody; it’s the only time I’ve ever heard 
Carolina in the Morning turned into a boogie-woogie, and not only does it work but the 
whole arrangement gives structure to the band’s performance. It also didn’t hurt that Red 
hired some of the hottest white jazzmen of the day for this later band, including clarinetist 
Benny Goodman, clarinetist Pee Wee Russell, tenor saxist Lawrence “Bud” Freeman, drum-
mers Gene Krupa and Dave Tough, and pianist Joe Sullivan.  

 
William Grant Still, James P. Johnson, Gershwin again 
Still’s place in music history has always been rather ambiguous, since he spent as 

much time writing and arranging popular music as writing works which could be classified as 
formal music. His classical output, bearing exotic titles and purportedly making musical ref-
erence to spirituals and the blues, tends to sound rather stiff and precious in quality, almost as 
if it were written by a white composer trying to emulate the black experience. In his crossover 
material, however, Still employed his well-schooled background to create some striking work, 
often rewriting pop tunes in a harmonically advanced and orchestrally uncluttered style. One 
of his finest pieces for Nichols was his arrangement of Poor Butterfly, in which the slow first 
chorus includes underlying chords with quite advanced, even bitonal harmonies. This is one 
arrangement that continues to hold up to scrutiny today. The problem with Still is that in some 
ways, his “jazz” arrangements were not only stiff but over-cluttered. One such example was 
his Fantasy on St. Louis Blues, recorded by Don Voorhees (later a classical conductor with 
the Bell Telephone Hour Orchestra for several decades) in 1927. Like so many of his Euro-
pean brethren, Still loaded his arrangement with tawdry effects that sounded much more like 
hokey vaudeville music than jazz. Thirteen years later, however, he created striking pieces for 
the Artie Shaw orchestra in Blues Parts 1 & 2 and especially the Mexican tune Frenesi, which 
also remains a sort of locus classicus in jazz-classical fusion. 

Still he also had a short but interesting association with stride piano giant James P. 
Johnson, who wanted above all else to become a composer of jazz-classical pieces. The first 
of these was Yamakraw, subtitled A Negro Rhapsody, which Still orchestrated for him. Based 
loosely on Gershwin’s Rhapsody in Blue, it unfortunately had some of the same failings: in-
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teresting themes based on both spirituals and stride piano (indeed, the piano solo portions of 
Yamakraw swing much harder than anything Gershwin wrote), but an overall lack of struc-
ture, a juxtaposition of themes that sometimes clash rather than a coherent development. Ya-
makraw was given its premiere at Carnegie Hall in 1928, but Johnson was unable to either 
conduct it or attend. Working as music director of the all-black musical Keep Shufflin’, John-
son was refused the night off, so both the conducting and solo piano chores went to his pro-
tégé, Fats Waller. Despite its flaws, Yamekraw received a good reception and positive re-
views, so much so that Still’s orchestrated version was included in a Vitaphone film short of it 
in 1930 (using cardboard cutout illustrations as a background)4. Still’s orchestration has also 
been recorded and issued on CD (Naxos 8.559647) by Richard Rosenberg and the Hot 
Springs Music Festival Symphony Orchestra. The same flaws are also evident in the jejune 
Harlem Symphony (1932), a piece comprised entirely of jaunty stride piano figures scored for 
orchestra, and the 1934 Lament: American Symphonic Suite. Both works have been recorded 
by conductor Marin Alsop, their stride piano and pop themes poorly developed. Based on the 
single movement Johnson left us on record, the same flaws also permeated his Jazzamine 
Concerto of 1934. This slow movement, after an almost two-minute out-of-tempo introduc-
tion, falls clearly into the mold of an outstanding stride piano piece but not one with much 
connection to classical structure. 

Johnson might have developed into a fine composer if he had had some lessons and 
encouragement from someone like Nadia Boulanger, who later took on African-American pu-
pils like Quincy Jones, but Johnson lacked the money or time to pursue this. Aside from Still, 
he was aided to some extent by Will Marion Cook and Will Vodery, two black musicians with 
classical training, but Johnson’s proclivity was more towards jazz and less towards building 
well-developed structures. His best piece is the short African Drums, recorded as a piano solo 
many years later as Jungle Drums, though the percussive elements of the piece tend more to-
wards boogie-woogie than true African rhythm. In 1939 he composed a jazz opera (set to a 
libretto by Langston Hughes) called The Organizer, referring to union activities. It received 
but one performance and only one short excerpt from it, a piece called Hungry Blues, was re-
corded by Johnson. With such imperfect evidence before us we may not really be able to as-
sess the true breadth of his talent, but we must go by what we have, and neither Yamakraw 
nor the Jazzamine Concerto are really very good music. 

To many people in his own time, as well as to thousands of listeners today, Gershwin 
best solved the problem of balancing jazz rhythms with classical form. His Piano Concerto in 
F (1925) is generally hailed as one of the great jazz-classical fusions of his time. It’s a good 
piece, to be sure, and clearly shows that the still-young composer had achieved a grasp of 
good classical form. But in doing so, he made the error of dressing up popular song forms in 
by-the-book classical orchestration. This gained the Concerto ready acceptance in both 
American and European concert halls, but to people familiar with jazz scoring of his day, and 
a little after, the orchestration was incredibly tame. That being said, the second movement (of-
ten considered to be a transmogrification of a blues) is perhaps the most successful early 
blending of a blues feeling with classical form—yet, ironically, it is only in Paul Whiteman’s 
own recording of it, with a reduced orchestration and jazz trumpeter Charlie Margulis playing 
the famed trumpet solo (long attributed to Beiderbecke, but it’s not his tone), that this comes 
through most clearly. Gershwin was to achieve his best synthesis of these two worlds in his 
tone poem An American in Paris, where the jauntiness of “Jazz Age” tunes and rhythms pic-

                                                
4 The Vitaphone short, which runs about nine minutes, can be seen on YouTube and was also issued on DVD. 
The orchestral score is played in the film by Hugo Marianni and his Mediterranerans. 
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torialized an American sauntering through the boulevards of Paris, and of course in the three 
Piano Preludes of 1926. Curiously, his own recordings of the latter pieces are the best per-
formances I’ve ever heard of them, not because Gershwin’s technique was better than every-
one else’s, but because his style was much jazzier. Whereas other pianists play the first prel-
ude, for instance, with impeccably clean fingering—which, of course, is how you’re trained as 
a classical pianist—Gershwin, whose technique was equally fine, played it with slurred or 
“crushed” notes, as a jazz pianist would. (We will hear something of the sort, later on, in Mor-
ton Gould’s Boogie Woogie Etude.)  

Yet perhaps Gershwin’s finest work in the field of jazz-classical fusion, and one of the 
least known or appreciated, was his Second Rhapsody of 1931. Subtitled “Rhapsody in Riv-
ets,” it incorporated the sounds of city life, including a bit of a musical tribute to construction 
workers, in its busy cross-rhythms and particularly in its colorful orchestration. There exists a 
rare private recording from June 1931 of Gershwin himself playing it while conducting a 
pick-up band that he hired to get the feel of the piece. It’s terribly exciting, and in many ways 
one of the finest performances of the work, but the occasionally tentative and sloppy playing 
of the orchestra detracts from one’s appreciation. A much better performance is the one that 
Gershwin’s great friend, pianist and raconteur Oscar Levant, made of the work in the 1940s 
with an excellent orchestra conducted by Morton Gould. In this piece, everything that 
Gershwin had been experimenting with since the late 1910s came to fruition in a tremen-
dously exciting and well-thought-out fashion. One can only regret the fact that Gershwin 
never lived to study with Arnold Schoenberg, who had accepted him as a pupil. One can only 
imagine how much more sophisticated his music would have been in the years ahead by fus-
ing his own natural exuberance of rhythm and sense of color with atonal techniques. 

 
Louis Armstrong II 
The dichotomy between arranged and improvised jazz, first breached in the very dif-

ferent approaches of orchestras like Whiteman’s, Henderson’s and Kahn’s, and later in bands 
we will discuss, reached its first artistic “argument” during the 1920s. Louis Armstrong gen-
erally complained against arranged jazz, yet ironically his own first big band copied the style 
of Guy Lombardo’s Royal Canadians, the sweetest and most saccharine of white bands, and 
in his solos he employed many elements of classical structure which he enlivened by his very 
black proclivity towards a displacement of stress beats. He could also remember what he had 
played at any given time and, if called upon, could and would repeat those patterns. Thus his 
classic improvisation on Morton’s Wild Man Blues—slowed down from a hot jazz tempo to 
what we would now consider the first jazz ballad—was repeated in later performances, as was 
his incredible introduction to and solo in West End Blues. Yet Armstrong’s sense of balance 
and structure in his solos, although taken from classical models, were completely of a solois-
tic nature. He did not adapt or mold his solo work to what came before him and could not 
adapt it to a composition. Armstrong had the natural ability to not only create but dominate 
his musical surroundings; he was a superstar, not a team player. Thus his remolding of Wild 
Man Blues became so successful that the Melrose Brothers actually added his name to the 
sheet music, even though he didn’t write any part of the tune. As we will see in later chapters, 
there were indeed some individual soloists whose work influenced not only other solo players 
but also writers and arrangers, even if they themselves didn’t participate much in the arrang-
ing process, and Armstrong was certainly one of them. Like Beiderbecke, who he greatly ad-
mired, Armstrong always tried to enhance the composition he was playing by thinking 
through the phrase shapes and harmonies to produce astoundingly beautiful phrases, in fact 
usually recomposing the entire piece from start to finish within his solos. Though fascinated 
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by the exotic harmonies of modern French classical music, Armstrong was drawn much more 
to the Italian operatic tradition that he had heard, along with jazz, during his early years in 
New Orleans. Beiderbecke could create a spontaneous piano composition like In a Mist 
(which Armstrong never tired of praising) but also add pieces he created in his apartment, like   
Candlelights, Flashes, and In the Dark, none of which he recorded, to complete a “suite” for 
his music publisher.  

Though Armstrong could write a few nice tunes (such as the hit Ol’ Man Mose), he 
had little patience for this. He was a pick-up-the-horn-and-play kind of guy, even though he 
made some beautiful and memorable music…just not the kind of music you would write 
down and have published. In addition to Wild Man Blues and West End Blues, one of his 
greatest classics during the 1920s was a little-known original tune, Potato Head Blues. Not 
really a blues, but a 32-bar song, the general melody is not particularly memorable, but Arm-
strong’s solo is one of the great classics of the phonograph. Impeccably balanced in both note 
choices and the way his phrases build upon and mirror each other, Armstrong’s solo is truly a 
“compositional” gem that even the greatest classical composers of his day could not have bet-
tered. Yet it was mostly the jazz community that paid attention to it, and I highly doubt that 
none but collectors of Armstrong or old jazz records are that familiar with it even today. 

One of the most interesting Armstrong-Hines recordings of this period is Chicago 
Breakdown, written for his band (the Stompers) by Jelly Roll Morton. Curiously, it was not a 
piece that Morton himself ever recorded in any fashion, solo piano or band arrangement, al-
though it is an attractive piece and typical of his best work of the ‘20s. The point is, however, 
that although Earl Hines plays a fine introduction and solo of his own—certainly not in Mor-
ton’s style but still fitting into the framework of the composition—Armstrong dominates from 
the outset. Even during the first orchestral chorus, his cornet practically swamps the ensemble 
instead of being a part of it; and when it comes his time to solo, following a fine effort by 
Hines, Armstrong again (as he had done with Sidney Bechet in Cake Walkin’ Babies) comes 
barreling into his solo, playing absolutely brilliantly in a way that almost makes you forget 
what Hines has just played. Unfortunately, it also makes you forget the structure of the tune. 
All you are really aware of is ARMSTRONG. 

And now, having flirted with the topic of the Whiteman band on and off for two chap-
ters, it is time to dig in and discuss it and its influence on jazz and classical-jazz fusion. As 
bad as they were most of the time, Whiteman did try to give a framework to some of the best 
white jazz players of his day, and occasionally succeeded, but we must look at these rare in-
stances in the long view of the band’s full history and remember that a great many of the best 
white jazz musicians resisted joining him until their careers had reached rock bottom finan-
cially. For all his ballyhooed reputation as the King of Jazz, Whiteman was—even within the 
white jazz world—no more than an apprentice prince with a lot of money. 

 
Paul Whiteman and his Orchestra 
Whiteman, a former violist with the Denver Symphony Orchestra, founded his popular 

dance band and, later, concert band in 1919. Despite the presence on the scene of the popular 
dance bands of Art Hickman and Isham Jones, Whiteman somehow shot straight to the top in 
a surprisingly short time. Part of this was due to heavy promotion by the Victor Talking Ma-
chine Company, which signed the band to an exclusive contract in 1920 and almost immedi-
ately hit paydirt with his recording of the pop tune Whispering. This was followed by equally 
big hits with Wang Wang Blues, one of the very few early Whiteman recordings to actually 
feature a jazz musician (white New Orleans clarinetist Gus Mueller) and Japanese Sandman. 
Other hits were to come, but in a certain sense the Whiteman band’s stated mission—to 
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“make a lady out of jazz”—meant, actually, defusing the rough or “dirty” tones of jazz play-
ers and refining them through Western classical sensibilities. The band’s defining moment 
was the Aeolian Hall concert of February 1924, in which Gershwin’s Rhapsody in Blue was 
premiered. The original recording of that piece, made in June of the same year, showed (as 
already discussed) a clever if not completely cohesive fusion of classical structure with jazz 
elements, including—in this first recording—growling and wah-wah trumpet playing, glis-
sando clarinets, and slurring trombones, but these elements, too, were quickly “tamed.” One 
of Whiteman’s big hits of the late acoustic period was Hot Lips, in which an ersatz “jazz” solo 
was played in muted style by Henry Busse, a German immigrant whose experience had been 
playing in beer halls and polka bands. There was absolutely nothing jazzy about Busse’s play-
ing, but with the full force of Whiteman’s and Victor’s promotion behind it, it became ac-
cepted as such, as were the slurping and usually uncreative solos in future records by his 
saxophone and trombone players. Suddenly, Whiteman was crowned the “King of Jazz.” 

What complicates the Whiteman story, however—and this is where far too many writ-
ers on music, particularly white ones, fall into the trap of praising the band—is that from the 
spring of 1927 until late 1929, Whiteman hired a series of real jazz musicians to play for him. 
Not all of them played with the band at the same time, but there were indeed periods when 
some of the best players’ stints overlapped. First, in the spring of 1927, he was able to lure 
three-fifths of Red Nichols’ Five Pennies into the band: the leader on cornet, Jimmy Dorsey 
on alto sax, and drummer Vic Berton. Eddie Lang, who along with his childhood pal Joe 
Venuti was a member of the Roger Wolfe Kahn band, freelanced with Whiteman for re-
cording purposes. One might certainly think that Nichols, who was himself a level-headed 
businessman intent on selling himself as well as a jazz improviser, would certainly get along 
with the leader, but he found himself fronting the orchestra whenever Paul wanted to 
schmooze with some wealthy patron during an evening’s performance and was not compen-
sated for this. He was, then, not a happy camper. Neither was drummer Berton, who (accord-
ing to his brother Ralph) accosted Whiteman in the men’s room and called him a “big tub of 
shit.” Needless to say, Berton’s days with the band were numbered; Nichols, already disillu-
sioned with the experience, quit as well, leaving only Jimmy Dorsey in the band as a legiti-
mate jazz soloist.  

Somehow or other Whiteman was able to lure Jimmy’s trombone-playing brother 
Tommy into the band by the summer of 1927, and with these two excellent musicians (plus 
pianist Roy Bargy, a versatile musician who could at least play with jazz rhythm if not with 
much invention). During this same period, a young Harlem-born pianist named Thomas 
“Fats” Waller (1904-1943), who was classically trained, developed a technically proficient 
and rhythmically advanced stride piano style under the tutelage of James P. Johnson. Free-
lancing in New York, Waller began writing songs—he eventually wrote 100 or more—and 
arrangements for various small and large bands. Always broke because he spent whatever he 
made like water, Waller even offered to compose tunes in return for hamburger dinners. 
Fletcher Henderson got him to write St. Louis Shuffle and Variety Stomp for his own band, 
and Paul Whiteman, looking to infuse his band with some real hot music for a change, paid 
Waller a goods salary to write and Henderson’s arranger Don Redman to score a piece for his 
concert band. 

The result was Whiteman Stomp, recorded by both Henderson (in a standard big-band 
arrangement) and Whiteman (in full “concert jazz” regalia). For the first time, and the only 
time for a long while, the Whiteman orchestra rose to the occasion and produced something 
resembling real jazz. This was largely due to Redman’s extraordinary skill in converting the 
stride piano style of Waller’s music (which used, be it noted, both whole tones and chromat-
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ics) to a full orchestral score. Going far beyond the usual call-and-response style which he 
developed for Henderson, and which are heard in Henderson’s own recording of the piece, 
Redman wrote true “hot string” passages for the violins that flew through the air with the au-
dacity and drive of a trumpet section, while the trumpets played their own hot passages with 
contrapuntal figures played by the reeds. Adding to the excitement of the piece were short 
“spot” solos—truly improvised, for once—by Tommy Dorsey on trombone and Jimmy Dor-
sey on alto sax, and hot percussion breaks that were so short, precise, and uncannily timed 
that they sounded like shots. Considering the high esteem in which this arrangement and per-
formance was held at the time, it’s astounding that not only did Whiteman not pursue more 
pieces in a similar vein, but that even swing bands of the early 1940s, once they added strings, 
merely had them play whole note chords instead of challenging them as Redman did.5 

Yet this was not his band’s normal style. More typical of the Whiteman band’s “con-
cert jazz” pieces were over-written and over-orchestrated pieces of utter bombast, among 
them such ghastly things as Ferde Grofé’s two-part Mississippi Suite, recorded in September 
1927, and the February 1928 concert recording of High Water (A Spiritual), written by Marsh 
McCardy and J. Keirn Brennan and arranged by Grofé. In the latter, the African-American 
spiritual Deep River is turned on its head, assigned to syrupy strings and flutes, then 
McCardy’s original melody is sung in his early crooning style by young Bing Crosby. He 
turns the tune “hot” in the last chorus, which also includes an ersatz-Dixieland ensemble fea-
turing Jimmy Dorsey on clarinet. In the fall of 1927 Jean Goldkette, unable to keep up the 
high payroll required, broke up his number one band. Suddenly Bix Beiderbecke, Frank 
Trumbauer, bassist Steve Brown and arranger Bill Challis were available (actually, Challis 
had jumped ship a few months earlier), but the first three turned Whiteman’s first offer down, 
preferring to work for less money with their jazz crony, bass saxist Adrian Rollini. Ironically 
the club where the Rollini band was playing went out of business a month later, ending their 
engagement and leaving them all at liberty. Stuck for work, the main stars joined Whiteman, 
where their first record together was another ghastly “concert jazz” arrangement, this time of 
Hoagy Carmichael’s Washboard Blues. Even with Carmichael himself on piano and vocal, 
and another hot Dixieland interlude (with Bix on cornet), the pretentious arrangement failed 
to make it more than yet another garish curiosity. Possibly the low-water mark of Whiteman’s 
involvement with “concert jazz” was Grofé’s four-part suite titled Metropolis. This music is 
so incredibly bad—from whatever perspective you wish to judge it—that it boggles the 
imagination that the same musical mind that produced this trash also produced the Grand 
Canyon Suite, not a masterpiece but certainly a well-written piece in the pop-classical genre. 

The key to Whiteman’s aesthetic—for better or worse—is that he felt that the casual 
organization of small jazz bands and the ephemeral nature of jazz solos led to a sort of musi-
cal chaos where the best ideas of the musicians went over the heads of average listeners. Thus 
he stubbornly pursued his vision that the “best of jazz,” distilled, arranged, over-rehearsed and 
(often) clumsily performed, could take its place alongside the best contemporary classical mu-
sic. The pity of it is that he and his arrangers only rarely achieved something structurally 
tasteful and musically sensible. 

At the beginning of 1928, Whiteman accepted a lucrative contract from Victor’s rival, 
Columbia Records, for two years beginning in May 1928. Learning of this, Victor ramped up 
its recording schedule for the band, hoping to get several of Whiteman’s best arrangements of 

                                                
5 Yet as if to prove that Whiteman Stomp was a one-off, the flip side of the original disc (Victor 21119) featured 
Eddie Edwards’ jazz classic Sensation, stiffly arranged by Redman in “concert” garb as Sensation Stomp, and 
played in a horrendous, clumsy fashion by the orchestra. 
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the day on wax. The result was a large spate of discs, some of which featured his new star, 
Beiderbecke, sometimes in nothing more than a four-bar break near the end of the record (The 
Love Nest), in other cases a whole chorus and/or one of his by-now-famous hot bras trios. 
While it is true that some of Challis’ finest charts were thus preserved (among them Lonely 
Melody, Dardanella, There Ain’t No Sweet Man and especially San, a 10-piece band re-
cording that was the closest Whiteman ever came to the contemporaneous “Bix and his Gang” 
jazz sides recorded for Okeh), more often than not Beiderbecke was stuck in the midst of 
some ghastly pop-schlock arrangement like Changes, When, The Love Nest or Lovable. The 
best of the large-band sides was the first preserved version, from February 1928, with Steve 
Brown still on bass (disgusted with Whiteman’s “jazz,” he left a week or two later), of Tom 
Satterfield’s arrangement of a poor pop tune called From Monday On. Satterfield’s chart, us-
ing Bix as primary soloist in a full-chorus solo and “riding the brasses” both on his own and 
against a hot string section, literally turned the song on its ear and made the disc a classic. Af-
ter a slow introduction by the Rhythm Boys, Bix comes wailing out of the massed ensemble, 
joyously in a full-chorus solo in his highest register while the saxes play the melody under-
neath him; then, Bing Crosby sings a hot chorus, underscored by Al Rinker and Harry Barris; 
and after that, the record belongs to the orchestra, first in a full chorus played by the violins in 
a true jazz style with interjections by the trumpet trio led by Bix, then two full choruses of 
written-out jazz by the trumpets with Brown’s bass swinging madly underneath them. (In the 
March 1928 remake, Brown was gone, replaced on the record by the burping bass sax of Min 
Leibrook.) The record is rather spoiled by the return to a slow coda, which throws a bucket of 
cold water on the proceedings, yet even this cannot disguise the fact that, had Whiteman pur-
sued this style further—which he didn’t—he could have invented an entirely new genre of 
orchestrated jazz a dozen years ahead of its time. 

To his credit Whiteman did make a few similar recordings with Beiderbecke for Co-
lumbia, the best of which were China Boy, Felix the Cat and especially Oh! You Have No 
Idea, one of the last (and best) of the Beiderbecke “trumpet trio” records, but by the time of 
his Columbia stint the “concert jazz” mindset had really taken hold and infected even his 
dance charts. The result was that even Bix suffered the indignity of one of those ghastly con-
cert jazz arrangements, Sweet Sue; and to add insult to injury, the arrangement wasn’t even by 
Grofé, but by Bill Challis, who should have shown better taste. 

But perhaps we should lay the blame on the abysmal jazz quality of the Whiteman 
musicians and not the messenger, Challis. When you’ve heard the band’s complete oeuvre, 
you realize that they didn’t just produce ersatz jazz; they also produced ersatz ethnic music of 
every stripe: Spanish (Ramona), Oriental (Cho-Cho-San), Italian; you name it, they ruined it. 
And yet Arnold Schoenberg, of all people, collected every new Whiteman record that came 
out for years, studying them for their orchestration!6 They were, simply, well-trained musical 
stiffs who had no business playing in the “Jazz Age.” So again, another question crops up: 
didn’t Whiteman try to procure better string and wind players who could cope with rhythmic 

                                                
6 This news first appeared in the March 1924 issue of Musical Courier, which stated that “Arnold Schoenberg 
listened to a bunch of phonograph records of the latest ‘blues’…Schoenberg, so our correspondent says, was 
simply enraptured by some of the counterpoint, the rhythmic sophistications and the instrumental effects as they 
came from the members of Paul Whiteman’s band.” And in his review of Elijah Wald’s book, How the Beatles 
Destroyed Rock ‘n’ Roll, Bruce Johnson, Adjunct Professor of Contemporary Music at Macquarie University in 
Sydney, Australia, went over the deleterious effect of the Whiteman band on popular culture and cited, in 
amazement, the information that Schoenberg “had acquired a complete collection of Whiteman records and was 
playing them over and over to figure out the instrumental effects, and Serge Rachmaninov had declared that 
Whiteman had ‘the finest orchestra of its size that I have ever heard.’” 
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music, or did these better players turn him down? Whatever the answer, the results were mis-
erable, and things only got worse instead of better in the first few years of the Depression. 
When he hired Red Norvo, Mildred Bailey and Bunny Berigan in 1929-31, the arrangements 
he saddled them with were even more mawkish and treacly than the ones Bix suffered 
through. Ironically, as we will see in the next chapter, the jazz ability of Whiteman’s band 
improved during the Swing Era, but it was too little too late. Only his most hardcore fans 
stuck with him as new and more musical “sweet” bands, like those of Tommy Dorsey, Hal 
Kemp and Glenn Miller, arose in the national consciousness. Many jazz buffs weren’t even 
aware of his innovations of the late 1930s. 

Oddly enough, one of the Whiteman Concert Orchestra’s greatest successes is a piece 
that most listeners have never even heard. This is A Study in Blue, written by Domenico Sav-
ino (1882-1973), born in Taranto, Italy into an artistic family, who studied composition, piano 
and conducting at the Naples conservatory. He came to America a few years before World 
War I and established himself as a “house” conductor for Pathé Records (he would later per-
form the same function for both RCA Victor and Kapp Records). Savino wrote a huge num-
ber of compositions, nearly all of them brief and light in nature, including several pop tunes 
under the pseudonym of “D. Onivas” (his last name spelled backwards), including Indianola, 
Now I Know, and Burning Sands, the last of which was recorded by the Whiteman band in 
1923. In 1928 he wrote the fascinating and very tasteful A Study in Blue, recorded by the 
Whiteman Concert Orchestra on March 2, 1928. And, surprisingly, the Whiteman musicians 
give it a tasteful, unhackneyed performance. It is a piece that can be favorably compared to 
Thomas Griselle’s Nocturne, an expressive, moody piece that in this case utilizes some blues 
inflections (played chastely but tastefully by the Whiteman musicians) and a good structure. 

From a personal standpoint rather than a musical one, it is much easier to be kind to 
Whiteman’s place in musical history. He was a man of his word, even keeping Bix Beider-
becke’s chair open—not once, but twice—when the cornetist became ill due to alcoholism 
and had to dry out (the second time, of course, Bix never returned). He showcased his hot jazz 
talent (a cadre that also included Venuti and Lang after Roget Wolfe Kahn disbanded in 1929) 
and gave them a higher commercial profile than they would have gotten elsewhere. He 
wanted to hire black musicians for his band but was consistently advised against it due to the 
Jim Crow laws when he toured. Later on he commissioned Duke Ellington to write Blue 
Belles of Harlem, made recordings with Paul Robeson (1928) and Billie Holiday (1942) as 
vocalists, and used arrangements by the great Jimmy Mundy. But when you come down to it, 
his orchestras, at least until 1938, were too stiff and the arrangements too tasteless for him to 
be taken seriously, even within the jazz-classical axis. Perhaps no other Whiteman recording 
underscores the gap between intent and execution more than Grofé’s Grand Canyon Suite 
(April 1932). Lacking a full string section, Whiteman assigned several passages to the saxo-
phones. They actually performed their assignment pretty well: the Whiteman saxes never 
were the whole problem in his band. The problem came from the slurring trombones, the por-
tamento-riddled strings (when strings were used) and a trumpet section that could just barely 
play the brisk, excited finale of On the Trail, exactly the kind of thing one would have ex-
pected them to do well. Differences of orchestration aside, when you hear what Arturo To-
scanini made of this piece in 1945 (using the full symphonic version) and compare it to what 
Whiteman did, you fully understand the difference between a director of musical genius and a 
director who was just “professional.” Yes, he did some good things here and there throughout 
his long career—I’d say about three CDs’ worth would cover his best recordings, and that’s 
bringing it forward to his Grand Award period of the 1950s—but I personally find the 
Whiteman fetishers missing the forest for the tree, which is Whiteman himself. It would be 
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easier to tolerate his bombast if his was the best musical representative of white bands in his 
time, but compared to the orchestras of Goldkette, Kahn, Don Voorhees and Isham Jones (not 
to mention the large band recordings of Nichols or even Ben Bernie, a pop orchestra that still 
had a better beat than Whiteman’s), his work was not merely inferior but inexcusable. 

 
Erwin Schulhoff  
One of the least-known innovators of this era was Czech-born composer Erwin (or 

Ervin) Schulhoff (1894-1942), who thought of all hot dance music (including the tango) as 
jazz but had his heart in the right place musically. Born in Prague to a family of Jewish-
German origin, he showed talent from a young age; Antonín Dvořák encouraged his earliest 
studies at the Prague Conservatory, when he was only 10 years old. Schulhoff studied piano 
and composition there, later traveling to Vienna, Leipzig and Cologne where his teachers 
included Claude Debussy, Max Reger, and the famous Brahms conductor Fritz Steinbach. He 
won the Mendelssohn Prize twice, for piano in 1913 and for composition five years later. By 
the end of World War I, Schulhoff came to embrace hot ragtime music and its variants as a 
basis for serious composition. He also became and avid Dadaist and Communist (in the early 
1930s, he even wrote a cantata on The Communist Manifesto). When he organized concerts of 
avant-garde music in 1919, he included this credo in print: 

Absolute art is revolution, it requires additional facets for development, leads to 
overthrow (coups) in order to open new paths...and is the most powerful in music.... 
The idea of revolution in art has evolved for decades, under whatever sun the creators 
live, in that for them art is the commonality of man. This is particularly true in music, 
because this art form is the liveliest, and as a result reflects the revolution most 
strongly and deeply—the complete escape from imperialistic tonality and rhythm, the 
climb to an ecstatic change for the better.7 

These were not empty words for Schulhoff. As early as 1919 he wrote his Suite Dan-
sante en Jazz, then in 1921 his jazz-influenced Piano Sonata and a Suite for Chamber Orches-
tra. Although Schulhoff rejected the rigorous and (to him) arid composing style of Schoen-
berg and Webern, he remained a good friend of Alban Berg, writing to him in 1921:  

I am boundlessly fond of nightclub dancing, so much so that I have periods during which I 
spend whole nights dancing with one hostess or another...out of pure enjoyment of the 
rhythm and with my subconscious filled with sensual delight.... [T]hereby I acquire 
phenomenal inspiration for my work, as my conscious mind is incredibly earthly, even 
animal as it were.8  

Among his other jazz-influenced piano works were the Piano Suite No. 2, Five Etudes 
de Jazz, 11 Inventions for Piano and Hot Music, the latter from 1931 and one of his best fu-
sions of jazz and classical idioms. There is an excellent cross-section of these works on a CD 
by pianist Kathryn Stott, and the results were fascinating. Though Schulhoff’s music is heav-
ily ragtime-based and doesn’t swing, he managed to assimilate the feeling of spontaneous im-
provisations into his virtuosic, neo-classic style, producing works that were far ahead of their 
time in terms of fusing modern dance rhythms with brilliantly conceived and constructed de-

                                                
7 Patricia Ann Hall, Berg's Wozzeck (Oxford University Press, 2011), pp. 40-1 
8 Chris Woodstra, Gerald Brennan, Allen Schrott, All Music Guide to Classical Music: The Definitive Guide to 
Classical Music (All Media Guide, 2005), p. 1213. 
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velopment. In short, Schulhoff was the real predecessor (although possibly not a known one) 
to modern-day Russian composer Nikolai Kapustin, who similarly combines classical form 
with the swinging piano style of his idol, Oscar Peterson. Certainly, Schulhoff deserves to be 
heard as a sincere and musically brilliant composer who took this burgeoning art form seri-
ously—even if the last of his Five Etudes de Jazz is a technically mind-boggling set of varia-
tions on a novelty piano piece, Zez Confrey’s Kitten on the Keys! 

Despite Schulhoff’s brilliance, there remained a disconnect between his music and real 
jazz: the dedicatees of his Five Etudes were Confrey, Whiteman, Robert Stolz, Eduard Kün-
necke and Alfred Baresel, not one of which was a real jazz musician. Ironically, a single vocal 
work written by Albert Roussel in 1928 for soprano and piano—Jazz dans la nuit—not only 
comes closer to a true fusion but sounds prescient of jazz-classical works of the 1990s. Yet 
there was a similar disconnect in the Jazz Symphony (1925) by American expatriate George 
Antheil (1900-1959). The problem was that these composers didn’t come that often to Amer-
ica (Antheil spent almost all of the 1920s in France except for a brief return to have his Ballet 
Mécanique and Jazz Symphony performed), so his idea of jazz was an admixture of Latin 
dance, stiff rhythms, ragtime syncopation and what sounds like circus band music. Nor would 
American jazz musicians have been much impressed with this music; for all its faults of lean-
ing too much on pop music-type themes, the compositions of Gershwin spoke more clearly to 
them—as did the music of the greatest living French composer, Maurice Ravel. 

 
Maurice Ravel 
Ravel, who essentially inherited the mantle of most influential French composer after 

the death of Debussy in 1918, was also one of the principal European composers who jazz 
musicians of the time listened to. The reasons were simple: very little of Stravinsky’s music, 
brilliant as it was, could be applied in that time period to what they were doing, and the same 
went for other modernists such as Bartók and Prokofiev. The serial composers, Schoenberg, 
Berg, and Webern, were pretty much a cipher to jazz musicians and remained so for another 
40 years. But Ravel’s music, though certainly complex and acceptable by the classical estab-
lishment as great, was something they could borrow from.  

Conversely, Ravel really did understand and appreciate American jazz, and unlike so 
many other Europeans, he traveled to America to hear it at its source. The problem was, he 
was either unable or unwilling to fuse it with his own style to a great extent, probably fearing 
that his usual European concert audiences would reject it as bizarre, as they did Milhaud’s La 
Création du Monde. In his Sonata No. 2 for Violin & Piano, composed between 1923 and 
1927, the jazz elements are mostly in the piano part, with its rhythmic Charleston-style inter-
jections in the first movement and certain “crushed” chords in the second over a syncopated 
meter; the violin part is more classical, though the blues slurring in the second movement 
owes something to jazz, borrowed either from Joe Venuti or possibly a jazz clarinetist. The 
third movement, though set to an extremely rapid tempo with “regular” classical meter, also 
tosses in jazz elements that make it resemble what Schulhoff would call a “hot sonata.” But 
overall, though the jazz tinges in this sonata are fairly mild, Ravel did prove that jazz rhythms 
were not incompatible with his style, and he would expand on this considerably in the Piano 
Concerto of 1929-31. “To my mind, the blues is one of your greatest musical assets, truly 
American despite contributory influences from Africa and Spain…[Yet] I venture to say nev-
ertheless that this [sonata] is French music, Ravel's music, that I have written.”9  

                                                
9 Quoted in Arbie Orenstein, A Ravel Reader (Columbia U. Press, 1990; Da Capo Books, 2003), p. 449. 
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The next Ravel piece to borrow something of jazz rhythms, though it is almost never 
thought of that way, was Boléro (1927). Despite having absolutely no development to speak 
of—in fact, Boléro may be considered to be the very first of those “listen to different instru-
ments in the orchestra” works that proliferated during the 1930s and ‘40s (Britten, Prokofiev, 
etc.)—it is exceedingly difficult to play as the composer conceived it, because Ravel insisted 
on a sultry, swaggering rhythm in which the downbeat and following two beats of every bar 
have a dragging effect to them, very much like the blues. You can hear this effect in only 
three recordings of the work I am aware of: Ravel’s own version with the Concerts Lam-
oreaux orchestra from 1932, a live 1939 performance by Arturo Toscanini and the NBC Sym-
phony, and a digital recording by Sir Simon Rattle with the City of Birmingham Symphony 
Orchestra. I have heard at least two dozen other recordings, including those by such conduc-
tors as Leonard Bernstein who did understand jazz rhythm, and no one else gets it right. 

Anyway, Ravel traveled to America partly to see jazz music at its source and partly to 
attend the American premiere of Boléro by Toscanini and the New York Philharmonic. And 
when he arrived, Ravel did not just stay in New York and did not just go to hear Paul White-
man (though there is a photo of Ravel at the piano and Whiteman grinning at him); he also 
went to Chicago, which he had heard was the real “hot jazz’ town. While there he heard the 
two most innovative and exciting jazz soloists of that time, Louis Armstrong and Earl Hines. 
The latter was playing, at the time, not with Armstrong but with the small band led by New 
Orleans clarinetist Jimmie Noone at the Apex Club. By this time, Hines has made some 
breakthrough solo recordings, including Chicago High Life, A Monday Date and 57 Varieties 
that clearly showed his fabulous technique and the unusual independence of his hands playing 
against one another in different rhythms. Ravel was so deeply impressed by Hines’ playing 
that he went up to him after the set and offered to write a piano concerto for him. Unfortu-
nately, Earl Hines was one of the shiest and most reticent of all the great pianists to push him-
self, which is one reason why he more or less “disappeared” into the role of band pianist with 
the Grand Terrace Orchestra in 1929 and remained there for nearly 20 years, and so he turned 
Ravel down. He would most certainly have been able to play anything written for him, but 
possibly felt intimidated in this situation. (I guarantee you, however, that if Ravel had asked 
Jelly Roll Morton, Fats Waller or Willie “The Lion” Smith, they’d have jumped at the 
chance!) Disappointed, Ravel wrote his Piano Concerto in G anyway, but first he returned to 
attend the New York premiere of his Boléro (November 15, 1929). 

As much as possible, when the composer was available to attend rehearsals, Toscanini 
invited them to come and hear how he was preparing their work to ensure that his tempos and 
phrasing were what the composer really wanted, but Ravel was busy digging Armstrong and 
Hines in Chicago when the rehearsals took place. Thus, it turned out, he conducted the piece 
much too fast and much too rigidly in tempo, which Ravel lost no time letting him know after 
the performance. But there was one very interesting sidelight to that New York premiere. To-
scanini was unable to get the Philharmonic’s first trombonist to play the slurred solo passage 
as written. Exasperated after several failed attempts, the conductor exploded at the unfortu-
nate player, but jazz trumpeter Phil Napoleon was in the hall. He went up to Toscanini after 
the rehearsal and told him that he knew a trombonist who could really play that passage ex-
actly the way he wanted. Toscanini challenged him to produce “this miraculous player” at his 
next rehearsal. Napoleon did—and the person he brought with him was none other than Miff 
Mole, who read through the music for about a minute, nodded to Toscanini to start the re-
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hearsal, and played it perfectly. After the performance, but before Ravel dressed him down, 
Toscanini went up to Mole and gave him a kiss right on the forehead.10 

Ironically, when the Piano Concerto (composed 1929-31) finally appeared, it was per-
formed in a way that appeared to owe more to Stravinsky’s neoclassic style than to jazz, but 
that was the result of classically trained conductors, even such conductors as Ansermet and 
Bernstein who loved jazz, not being able to get their orchestras to drag the beats correctly. 
Not that the score is a big help: if you examine it, the syncopations are certainly written in 
there, but Ravel does not include instructions that the jazz-trained musician would immedi-
ately recognize and perform correctly. But now, in the 21st century, we not only have pianists 
such as Natalia Kogan and Simone Dinnerstein who can capture the jazz swagger in the solo 
part but also orchestras like the University of Chicago Symphony and the MDR Leipzig Sym-
phony that also get the orchestral parts right, which is actually more difficult This is particu-
larly important in the third movement, where the repetitive motor rhythm of the piano part is 
supposed to be offset by a “jazz age” swagger in both the pianist’s solo passages as well as in 
the orchestral accompaniment. Play it too stiffly, and it sounds more like Stravinsky than 
Gershwin, which isn’t altogether bad but is also not altogether correct.  

One will note that there are also elements of Eastern exoticism in the concerto, par-
ticularly in the first movement. Ravel was fascinated by machines and in fact considered both 
Bolero and this concerto to be manifestations of the machine age; but the swagger he himself 
put into Bolero, and demanded in performances of this piano concerto, show that he under-
stood the fusion of jazz and classical elements better than, perhaps, any other living composer. 
This concerto is a more sophisticated construction than the Gershwin Piano Concerto but re-
lated to it in style. One has a hard time hearing Hines play the delicate second movement—
Hines was never one for quiet, reflective playing, normally tending towards bustle and dou-
ble-time explosions in his improvisations—thus it was probably this element, which he knew 
would be in Ravel’s (or anyone else’s) piano concerto, that put him off wanting to do it.  

 
Constant Lambert 
Surprisingly, to me, one composer and work that is seldom mentioned in connection 

with the jazz-classical axis is the 1931 Concerto for Piano and Nine Instruments by British 
composer-conductor Constant Lambert (1902-1951). A passionate fan of Duke Ellington, 
Lambert constructed his work less from Ellingtonian sources than from the influence of 1920s 
American jazz music in general. Using motor rhythms as Ravel did in his Piano Concerto in 
G, Lambert’s piece has a much more jazzy feel to it. Each movement uses syncopated 
rhythms; in the first movement, the syncopation followed by seven notes played in double 
time as its basis, around which he weaves some very imaginative orchestral scoring. By par-
ing down the orchestra to nine players, Lambert was able to control both the texture and the 
motivic development much more concisely and more logically than Gershwin. He also relied 
on certain harmonic shifts within chords, using them as very subtle pivots into and out of re-
mote keys in what is still primarily a tonal work. While it is true that the flavor of ‘20s jazz 
resounds throughout the concerto, which to a certain extent dates it as it dates Milhaud’s La 
creation du monde, like the Milhaud work it is masterfully constructed and witty at one and 
                                                
10 This story was verbally transmitted by Phil Napoleon to Bob Harrington of Terryville, Connecticut, who later 
wrote about it citing Napoleon’s denouement, “Hey! I was there!” But Harrington made the error—not surpris-
ing for someone who paid much more attention to jazz than classical music—of saying that the American pre-
miere of Boléro was given by Toscanini with the NBC Symphony orchestra. This error was passed along in 
Roger Nichols’ book Ravel (Yale University Press, 2011, p. 302), but by the NBC Symphony years Mole was 
contractually bound up by Paul Whiteman and no longer playing in New York nightclubs to make a living. 
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the same time. In the first movement, for instance, there is a remarkable passage in which a 
bass clarinet plays under the trombone which plays the lead melody. If the two instruments 
were in the same clef, they would only be a third apart, but because the bass clarinet is play-
ing in a much lower register the effect is somewhat strange, an effect which Lambert height-
ens by working the melodic line through a maze of chromatic shifts. It is just one effect, and 
moment, among many that the ear notices as the music develops, but it shows just how ad-
vanced Lambert was thinking in terms of musical development within a jazz-like context, and 
also shows how much respect he had for the form that he was unwilling to make this a purely 
classical concerto, as for instance Ravel did with his. It’s the kind of piece that one could eas-
ily imagine James P. Johnson or Fats Waller playing in their serious moods (Waller, an ac-
complished classical pianist, once played Stravinsky’s Petrouchka on the piano at his 30th 
birthday party in the presence of John Hammond). In the third movement, Lambert briefly 
introduces a clip-clop rhythm behind the piano, a passage that reminds one of early Ellington, 
but the music becomes both bluesier and more sophisticated that the Ellington of 1931. By 
specifically writing music that, stylistically speaking, walked a tightrope between jazz and 
classical in such a deft manner, Lambert paid much more respect to jazz than did Gershwin 
with his busy but show-music piano flourishes in the Concerto in F. Before the 1950s, in fact, 
I would claim that Lambert’s concerto is the most sophisticated of all such pieces, and in fact 
it presages harmonically the kind of music many jazz musicians of the time played in private 
but not in public until the era of John Lewis, Lennie Tristano and Herbie Nichols. 

 
Duke Ellington I 
While all this was going on, a black pianist-composer-arranger from Washington, D.C. 

who emigrated to New York was developing and creating an entirely original and unique 
band style. This, of course, was Edward “Duke” Ellington (1899-1974), who caught the jazz 
bug from hearing James P. Johnson’s recording of Carolina Shout at a time when he had al-
ready enrolled in college to become an architect. He abandoned his studies to pursue music as 
a full-time career, joining banjoist Elmer Snowden’s band in 1923 and then taking over as 
leader when Snowden left in 1924. For a brief period, clarinetist and soprano sax player Sid-
ney Bechet was in his band, and Bechet’s driving sound and sense of formal structure had a 
profound influence on Ellington. Drawn to what were then called “freak” sounds in jazz—
plunger-muted trombones, derby and plunger-muted trumpets, wailing clarinets and saxes—
Ellington built his entire orchestral concept of jazz around these type of players. During and 
after the Swing Era, he was often criticized—particularly by white music critics—for playing 
“dicty” or “whitened-up” jazz, too formal to be as loose, unbuttoned, or swinging as his com-
petitors. Oddly enough, however, Ellington was not influenced at all by Still, but by Gershwin 
and Will Vodery (1885-1951), one of the few African-American musicians to make a name 
for himself as a Broadway composer, being Florenz Ziegfeld’s musical supervisor when El-
lington was hired to conduct the orchestra for Show Girl in 1929. Vodery taught him the use 
of chromatics, his use of tones peripheral to the diatonic scale, with the result of his subtly 
altered harmonics that gave his music a broader, deeper sound. 

Even as early on as 1925, however, Ellington seemed much more deeply drawn to the 
under-structure of music than most of his jazz associates. He was sensitive to the ways in 
which themes were constructed and connected but, more importantly for our purposes, he had 
a great ear for color. Since many of the musicians he hired or who gravitated to his band had 
“freak” sounds (like Joseph “Tricky Sam” Nanton’s unusual “yah-yah” sound using a plunger 
mute on his trombone) or what were called “dirty” tones (such as lead trumpeter James “Bub-
ber” Miley’s growls and rasps) into his compositions. By doing so, Ellington was both paying 
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tribute to a very specific African-American form of musical expression at that time and ex-
panding the possibilities of jazz, and eventually jazz-classical, sonorities. Although some lis-
teners also associated this particular band sound to the aesthetic preferences of the Harlem 
Renaissance, which was at its height at that time, Ellington continued to use such unconven-
tional (to Western classical ears) timbres in his bands until the mid-1940s, when he slowly 
began making changes. For instance, when Bubber Miley was fired for continual alcoholism 
on the job, Ellington hired trumpeter Charles “Cootie” Williams, who had never growled on 
the instrument in his life, but who was soon instructed to do so by the leader. Indeed, Elling-
ton brass players continued to growl on their instruments well into the 1960s.  

Ellington was also lucky that he was discovered by a white Jewish promoter, Irving 
Mills (1894-1985), when he was playing his first important engagement at New York’s Ken-
tucky Club in 1926. Although Mills’ contract was favorable to himself, giving Mills 50% of 
“Duke Ellington Inc.” and getting his name put on many of Ellington’s most popular tunes as 
co-composer, Mills used much of that money to pay for all the band’s expenses, including 
uniforms (and the Ellington band was one of the best-dressed of its time, black or white), 
travel arrangements (they did not travel in beat-up buses, but in custom Pullman rail cars with 
meals provided), and extensive bookings (his was the first black orchestra to make a truly 
grand tour of England in the early 1930s, the height of the Depression). Among the many ad-
vantages Ellington had as Mills’ main investment was the release of 12-inch records on the 
prestigious Victor label, first of “Gems from Blackbirds of 1928” and later of an Ellington 
original, the expanded version of his first lengthy composition, Creole Rhapsody (1931). 
When Victor refused to issue the first 12-inch Ellington disc, Mills threatened to take all of 
his artists off their roster and so won the battle. 

The distinction between men like Mills and Joe Glaser, who a little later on repre-
sented Louis Armstrong, and the devious and opportunistic Melrose Brothers who represented 
Jelly Roll Morton, is an important one. Fair treatment of African-American artists by white 
agents was rare in those days. Ellington ended his association with Mills in the late 1930s, but 
the split was an amicable one. Duke had learned a lot about management from Mills and was 
then able to take care of himself, which he did for the remainder of his long career, but Irving 
Mills’ unshakeable belief in Ellington’s talent was the overriding factor in his decision to rep-
resent him and make him a household name, which Ellington, despite his well-educated back-
ground, could never have done on his own. It should also be pointed out that the advantage of 
having Mills’ name on many Ellington compositions assured the Duke of receiving royalties 
on those tunes when they were “covered” by other artists, especially since African-Americans 
at that time received less money (and sometimes, as in the case of Morton, no money at all) 
when their compositions were recorded or broadcast by other musicians. (This situation was 
corrected after a lawsuit by the Justice Department in 1941, the result of which was that 
ASCAP had to set fair rates and not discriminate.) 

Duke’s carefully-crafted scores, in which the ensemble and solo passages all seemed 
to be part of a continuous, evolving structure, caught the ears of British critics in particular. 
They raved about Ellington record after Ellington record at a time when he was thought of in 
America—when he was thought of at all—as a “show band” leader who played for the garish, 
pseudo-African production numbers at Harlem’s Cotton Club, an establishment where the 
only black faces were the entertainers. No black customers were allowed in the Cotton Club 
for many years after Ellington started there in the fall of 1927, but he maintained the job be-
cause it had excellent broadcast facilities that got his music out to a much wider public, and 
this, combined with the energetic fervor of his manager, Irving Mills, landed him a plum re-
cording contract with Victor (though he also recorded during this same period with Brunswick 
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and OKeh). Because of the wide exposure and prestige he enjoyed, Ellington was one of the 
very few jazz bands whose recording contract was not terminated after the Stock Market crash 
and ensuing Depression in 1929-30. 

Perhaps the most celebrated of Ellington pieces during this early period was Creole 
Love Call, not only for its hypnotic, repeated slow blues melody, but because he used singer 
Adelaide Hall, a black Broadway and vaudeville performer, in a jazz context as a wordless 
improviser over the melody stated by the low clarinets at the beginning and end of the piece. 
Indeed, Hall’s contribution was so important to the overall structure and impact of the piece 
that, when Ellington revived it in 1940, he had to rewrite it as a more extended composition, 
giving Hall’s lines to a muted trumpet, then following it with another chorus in which an open 
trumpet (Cootie Williams), using a plunger to growl on his instrument, played two-bar re-
sponses to the orchestra’s statement of melody. (When Ellington hired the black coloratura 
soprano Kay Davis after World War II, he reinstated the piece in its original format.) Yet as a 
jazz composition, the most impressive of his early achievements was his first theme song, 
East St. Louis Toodle-O (later with an extra “o” at the end). Low moaning saxes introduce the 
piece in a slow blues tempo; Bubber Miley’s growl cornet plays the opening theme with 
variations, followed by a Joe Nanton trombone solo (played on open horn, not with plunger 
mute), then a clarinet solo. Then a peculiarly jaunty passage enters, played first by muted 
trumpets, then by the reeds, with the final half-chorus played by the trumpets (open) before 
the moaning saxes ride it out. As in many such cases, the first recording (with tuba instead of 
bowed string bass), made for Vocalion in November 1926, is not as cleanly played or as as-
sured as the remake for Victor of December 1927 (where a Harry Carney bass sax solo pre-
ceded Nanton’s trombone, and a solo clarinet replaces the reed trio). This was Ellington’s first 
truly great piece, miniature though it was. 

By 1929-30 his band was recording not only hot jazz numbers (Flaming Youth, Cotton 
Club Stomp) and “show” numbers with a strong jazz or blues coloring (Black Beauty, Old 
Man Blues) as well as occasional William Tyers habaneras like Admiration, but also occa-
sional extended pieces that covered two sides of a 78-rpm record. The first was his arrange-
ment of an established jazz piece, Tiger Rag (issued on two sides of a 10-inch disc) but then 
came Creole Rhapsody. To some listeners, the stronger performance of this piece was the 
original January 1931 Brunswick recording, which filled two sides of a 10-inch disc, because 
the interlaced sections and balance between solos and written passages were so well judged, 
yet I know of even some jazz musicians who prefer his completely rewritten, much more clas-
sically-oriented Victor recording of June 1931. In the latter version, the piece sounds entirely 
different. There is not only a new middle strain in a romantic, light classical vein, but many 
tempo shifts, some of which are intriguing but some of which disturb the flow. Regardless of 
one’s impression, this later performance clearly owes a great deal to Gershwin’s influence. At 
a remove, one might also claim the influence of Still.11 

Working mostly by instinct, however, through the 1930s, Ellington often took two 
steps forward only to then take one step back. He learned from his mistakes, yet didn’t appre-
ciate having others throw them in his face. Building on the lessons in harmony and musical 
construction he received from Will Vodery, Duke Ellington during this era entered the first 
                                                
11 Ellington was compared to Frederick Delius and Claude Debussy by R.D. Darrell, author of The Gramophone 
Shop Encyclopedia of Recorded Music, in his 1932 critical article Black Beauty (published in disques, pp. 152-61 
and reprinted in The Duke Ellington Reader, ed. Mark Tucker, Oxford University Press, p. 57). In the next year 
Wilder Hobson, in his article “Introducing Duke Ellington” (Fortune magazine, August 1933), quotes Ellington 
as saying, “I’ll have to find out about this Delius.” Ellington, then, knew nothing of Delius until after reading 
Darrell and being interviewed by Hobson. 
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real flowering of his musical ideals. Though sporadically recorded due to the economic down-
turn in the music industry, Ellington’s pieces of 1931-35 represented a strong and fairly con-
sistent musical growth. Using his “democratic” system of allowing the musicians input on 
adding, deleting, or rearranging components of his compositions (something Theodor Adorno 
would have singled out for its artistic inferiority), Ellington began moving away from his 
early “Jungle style” in 1931 (the name given to his music by the managers of the Cotton 
Club), not only with the afore-mentioned Creole Rhapsody but also with Misty Mornin’ (May 
1929) and Jungle Nights in Harlem (June 1930). In all of these pieces, and many others not so 
stringently constructed, Ellington was finding a way to divert attention from the music strictly 
as a background for dancing to something one should listen to for its own sake. Although he 
would always struggle with form as such, he was rapidly becoming a composer. 

Before leaving this period, a few words regarding Ellington’s most famous competitor, 
Fletcher Henderson, are pertinent to our survey. Although a superb jazz band, with an all-star 
lineup of soloists headed by tenor saxist Coleman Hawkins, the Henderson band’s arrange-
ments varied in quality and their execution tended towards a choppy sense of rhythm. A good 
example would be to compare their recording of Whiteman Stomp to Whiteman’s own; al-
though the jazz content of the Henderson recording is finer, it is the Whiteman version that is 
more coherent and more superbly played (and believe me, that is a rare compliment coming 
from me). But it wasn’t just Whiteman; Ellington, for all his more astringent-sounding musi-
cians and “freak” soloists, had a much finer grasp of balance, dynamics, and unified construc-
tion. Two of Henderson’s rare successes of the 1920s came in a pair of tunes arranged by 
Redman just before he left to join McKinney’s Cotton Pickers, St. Louis Shuffle by Fats 
Waller and former NORK saxist Jack Pettis, and Variety Stomp by Henderson, Jo Trent and 
trombonist Charlie Green. Neither piece has a particularly strong or memorable melody (the 
story is that Waller wrote St. Louis Shuffle as one of a pair of tunes for Henderson in exchange 
for the price of a week’s worth of hamburger dinners), but they are multi-themed composi-
tions in the early Harlem jump tune mold, and Redman’s wonderful ear for orchestral color 
and balance of soloists within the framework of an arrangement (in my view, he is still rather 
underrated whereas his boss, Henderson, is a bit overrated) make the sometimes-wild soloists 
of the Henderson band fit beautifully into the overall structure. They are some of the best ex-
amples of early orchestrated jazz on record. Indeed, at this point it is instructive to compare 
Redman’s orchestration here to the format that Martinů used in his Jazz Suite: excellent syn-
copated music for a classical composer, but just a shade restrained in their setting. 


